Interactive design of castable shapes using two-piece rigid molds
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Two-piece rigid molds are particularly amenable to mass-manufacturing. Arbitrary objects cannot be realized with such a mold, because the cast will collide with the mold during removal. Most shapes are far away from being castable, i.e., realizable with such a two-piece rigid mold. When starting with an arbitrary shape, large deformations are needed to produce castable shapes. Such large deformations require user interaction together with a design process that is aware of fabrication constraints. We present such a design tool to generate two-piece rigid molds separated by a planar cut for a wide variety of shapes. Our casts can be produced in one single piece from a rigid, reusable mold and do not require further assembly after casting. We use a castability energy that can be optimized with gradient-based methods combined with an elastoplastic deformation based on the as-rigid-as-possible method. The tool enables a designer to deform an input shape significantly and arrive at an output shape that is castable.
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\caption{A mold is a cavity that can be filled with liquid or expanding material that hardens inside of it. The hardened material forms a shape which is called the cast. After it has completely hardened, it is removed from the mold. Fabricating casts of objects using molds is a very old method employed by humans for many centuries in art and industry [1].}
\end{figure}

In the food industry the use of molds is widespread, for example to manufacture chocolate sculptures [2] or candy [3]. In metalworking, casting is a popular technique to manufacture many metal structures [4]. Of particular interest is casting with rigid, reusable molds. These kinds of molds are well suited for parallel fabrication, where a large number of molds are simultaneously filled with a material that will harden or expand. After the curing period, the results are removed and the molds can be used again. Prominent examples of this are chocolate bunnies, as seen in Fig. 2.

In this work we study a specific subset of rigid molds inspired by these chocolate bunny molds: two-piece rigid molds. The rigidity of the mold means the cast can be removed without deforming the cast or mold. Two-piece rigid molds are easy to assemble and disassemble compared to general many-piece molds, which makes them useful for mass manufacturing. Non-rigid molds require even more care when assembling and disassembling, greatly complicating mass manufacturing.

Using a two-piece rigid mold to manufacture casts is very restrictive. An arbitrary shape is in general not castable. Navigating the space of castable shapes can be unintuitive. As a result, many shapes that are produced often do not feature complicated ge-

1. Introduction

A mold is a cavity that can be filled with liquid or expanding material that hardens inside of it. The hardened material forms a shape which is called the cast. After it has completely hardened, it is removed from the mold. Fabricating casts of objects using molds is a very old method employed by humans for many centuries in art and industry [1].

In the food industry the use of molds is widespread, for example to manufacture chocolate sculptures [2] or candy [3]. In metalworking, casting is a popular technique to manufacture many metal structures [4]. Of particular interest is casting with rigid, reusable molds. These kinds of molds are well suited for parallel fabrication, where a large number of molds are simultaneously filled with a material that will harden or expand. After the curing period, the results are removed and the molds can be used again. Prominent examples of this are chocolate bunnies, as seen in Fig. 2.

In this work we study a specific subset of rigid molds inspired by these chocolate bunny molds: two-piece rigid molds. The rigidity of the mold means the cast can be removed without deforming the cast or mold. Two-piece rigid molds are easy to assemble and disassemble compared to general many-piece molds, which makes them useful for mass manufacturing. Non-rigid molds require even more care when assembling and disassembling, greatly complicating mass manufacturing.

Using a two-piece rigid mold to manufacture casts is very restrictive. An arbitrary shape is in general not castable. Navigating the space of castable shapes can be unintuitive. As a result, many shapes that are produced often do not feature complicated ge-
Fig. 1. Mold design and fabrication of bunny gummy candy. The original mesh (far left) is manipulated with the design tool (left) to produce a shape that is castable (center) with a two-piece rigid mold (right). The resulting shape is then fabricated as candy (far right). Note that two ears of the bunny are distinct, and have not been merged to each other or the body. Also note that there is almost no visible volume loss.

Fig. 2. A two-piece rigid mold and the resulting chocolate bunny. Images © Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG

For most shapes, there does not exist a cut plane that results in an object castable with a two-piece rigid mold. In general, some part of the object will collide with the rigid mold during removal (see Fig. 4).

A simple mathematical condition can be used to characterize castability in two-piece rigid molds that meet at a cut plane. We use this condition to formulate a continuous castability energy to optimize the position of the cut plane, the removal directions of the cast from the mesh, and the shape of the cast object. Optimizing this energy with respect to the vertex position using gradient-based line search methods however ignores the look and feel of the object. Especially for large deformations, this approach will not give a satisfactory resulting cast shape that is sufficiently similar to the input shape. In order to preserve the object’s character we treat it as a solid volumetric object and use an elastoplastic deformation based on the as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) method to deform the shape to find a two-piece rigid mold in a way that preserves the shape’s character.

The castability energy as well as the elastoplastic deformation form the basis of our interactive tool for designing castable shapes. This design tool allows the user to guide the deformation of any input shape towards an object that is castable in a two-piece rigid mold. The tool operates on a triangle mesh and outputs a castable mesh, as well as a cut plane and removal directions from the mold.

In summary, we

- introduce an energy to quantify how far away a surface is
2. Related Work

2.1. Molds

Zhang et al. [8] present a tool to analyze the castability of general objects for rigid injection molding. Chakraborty and Reddy [9] present a tool to generate a two-piece rigid mold and its parting directions for a shape, without modifying the shape. [10] propose an approach to automatically generate multi-piece rigid molds for CAD models. Hu et al. [11] decompose objects into pyramidal shapes that are moldable. Herholz et al. [12] develop an analysis tool that decomposes a shape into many pieces for casting with a many-piece rigid mold. While using a relaxed tolerance allows their algorithm to produce a two-piece rigid mold, their approach is not intended for operating with such a relaxed tolerance, as depicted in the bottom right of [12] Fig. 11. Their goal is not to create a design process to significantly deform a shape, but to decompose a shape into heightfields that can be molded with light postprocessing. We build on their analysis of a shape, further providing synthesis of new castable shapes via interactive deformation. The work of Herholz et al. [12] uses [13] to formulate conditions for castability. A similar condition is also used in this work. Malomo et al. [14] relax the rigidity constraint on the mold and introduce a framework for the automatic design of flexible molds. This approach offers more freedom than the traditional rigid molding, but is harder to perform for a robotic disassembler. By considering flexible molds, they can consider shapes that would be more difficult to realize with rigid molds. Nakashima et al. [15] decompose a shape into many pieces that can each be cast with a two-piece rigid mold, but do not deform a shape to produce a single two-piece rigid mold.

2.2. Design for fabrication

There exists a large body of work on computational designs for fabrication, as seen in Shamir et al. [16]. A few relevant examples are listed here.

Prévost et al. [17] help the user balance 3D shapes in an interactive editing sequence. Their user experience is similar to this tool: the user loads an already existing shape, and the tool guides them in designing a shape that will fulfill certain properties. A tool to take an arbitrary shape and fabricate it inside an extremely constrained volume is proposed by Schüller et al. [18]. Starting with an input shape that does not fit inside a certain constrained volume, the user achieves a bas-relief realization of their shape. Other approaches for designing bas-reliefs can be found, for example, in Weyrich et al. [19]. Tang et al. [20] introduce a design tool for developable surfaces: using their tool, a user can successively cover an input shape with developable strips which are then fitted to the shape. In Duncan et al. [21] two shapes are deformed so that they can be assembled with the same puzzle pieces. Like our tool, they perform specific deformations to their shapes in order to accommodate a certain fabrication method. Li et al. [22] present another way to compute such shape dissections so that they are also hinged: turning the first shape into the second corresponds to turning it inside-out.

Jacobson [23] cuts shapes so they can be recursively nested inside each other. For this application, the shapes have to be physically inserted into each other and thus have to be able to be removed without collision. He considers a removal condition similar to (1) used in this work (but does not deform the shape). A similar deformation strategy to the one used in this work is used in Hu et al. [24] to deform models so that they can be printed with minimal support in 3D printers.

3. Castability

Three different objects comprise the state of our tool which can be turned into a mold: the cast mesh, the cut plane, and the removal directions. The geometry of the cast is represented by a closed manifold triangle mesh \((V, F)\) with vertices \(V\) and faces \(F\). The cut plane is represented by the 4-vector \(\mathbf{p}\); its first three entries are the plane normal, and its fourth entry is the offset of the plane from the origin. The two removal directions are represented by two vectors \(d_1\) and \(d_2\), one for each side of the plane. It is important to notice that the removal directions don’t have
to be equal to the cut plane normals: they can differ from it significantly as can be seen in Fig. 5 (if the removal directions are not parallel to each other, the shape will be nonsmooth across the cut plane). The collection of mesh, plane and directions is called the state.

The goal of the design process is to arrive at a castable state starting with an arbitrary input state. A castable state can be turned into a mold by cutting it along the cut plane and turning the two halves into mold pieces. The cast object can then be removed from the mold with a collision-free translation. In fact, each half of a castable state fulfills the following removability condition for its respective removal direction:

$$\mathbf{N}_f \cdot \mathbf{d} \geq \tau \quad \forall f \in F,$$

where $\mathbf{N}_f$ is the face normal of face $f$, $\mathbf{d}$ is the removal direction, $F$ is the set of all faces, and $\tau \geq 0$ is a tolerance parameter.

Discounting friction, setting $\tau = 0$ guarantees that the object can be removed from the mold. As $\tau = 0$ allows for faces that are perfectly orthogonal to the removal direction, this can lead to problems with friction during the removal process. For that reason, some small $\tau > 0$ can be helpful in practice.

This condition appears in Herholz et al. [12] where it is called (C1). Since they are studying many-piece molds, they formulate additional conditions which are trivial for two-piece rigid molds that meet at a plane. Their approach is not sufficient to avoid global interlocking, as can be seen in [12] Fig. 14, an issue that does not exist for two-piece molds with planar cuts. By restricting the problem to planar cuts, more complicated questions about the castability of two-piece rigid molds can be avoided, leading to a simple tool.

4. The Castability Energy

The removability condition (1) can be used to formulate an energy that quantifies how close a state is to being castable. This leads to the definition of the castability energy of a state,

$$E (V, p, (d_1, d_2)) := \frac{1}{2} \int_{\Omega} \min \left( \mathbf{N}(x) \cdot \mathbf{d}(x) - \tau, 0 \right)^2 \, dA,$$

where $\Omega$ is the surface of the mesh, $\mathbf{N}(x)$ is the mesh normal at the point $x$, and $\mathbf{d}(x)$ is the removal direction $\mathbf{d}_1$ or $\mathbf{d}_2$ on the left or right side of the plane $p$ respectively. Implementation details are provided in Appendix A.

States with zero castability energy are guaranteed to be castable with a certain tolerance $\tau$. In practice, the target tolerance should depend on the tolerances of the fabrication method used—a few example parameters can be seen in Appendix C. The farther away a state is from fulfilling the removability condition (1), the larger its castability energy will be, and minimizing it results in castable states if zero energy can be attained. This fact is used in the design tool to find the optimal plane and the optimal removal directions for the state.

The castability energy is continuous by construction, as it is a composition of continuous functions. The continuity (and piecewise differentiability) makes it amenable for a variety of gradient-based optimization methods.

5. Optimizing the Castability Energy

5.1. Gradient-based optimization

One way to optimize the castability energy (2), is to use gradient-based optimization methods. In the design tool, for local optimization of (2) with respect to the cut plane position and the removal directions, subgradient descent as well as L-BFGS are used with the line search described by Lewis and Overton [25].

5.2. Elastoplastic deformation

Using a gradient-based method to minimize the castability energy with respect to the mesh vertex positions does not yield a satisfactory result for all meshes, as this approach ignores the geometry of the surface, as can be seen in Fig. 6. It is used in the tool for postprocessing only. In order to achieve castability while preserving the character of the surface as the boundary of a solid object, we tetrahedralize the mesh and use an elastoplastic deformation to achieve castability.

We apply the As-Rigid-As-Possible method [26] with a local-global solver to a tetrahedral mesh whose boundary is our surface (see Chao et al. [27]). There are multiple options for generating tetrahedral meshes from surfaces. We use tetgen [28]. Simply deforming the surface with ARAP without considering the volume is not enough to achieve an elastoplastic deformation of the solid, as can be seen in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Merely minimizing the castability energy using a gradient-based method gives unnatural-looking results (center). Using an elastoplastic deformation to a volumetric representation of the object preserves the look and feel of the object (right).
A short introduction of the ARAP method (the way it is used by us) follows. Every tetrahedron of the mesh is a cell, which means it should transform as rigidly as possible. Let \( T \) be the set of all tetrahedra. A rigid transformation for every tetrahedron implies that there is a rotation \( R_t \) as well as a translation \( c_t \) such that

\[
t' = R_t t + c_t \quad \forall t \in T
\]

where \( t' \) denotes the deformed version of the tetrahedron \( t \).

Completely rigid transformations for every tetrahedron do not exist in general. Because of that, we only ask of the deformation to be as rigid as possible. This requirement is formulated as the following quantity, which should be as small as possible:

\[
E_A(V', (R_t)_t) = \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{p,q \in t} w_{pq}^t \| p' - q' - R_t (p - q) \|^2
\]

where \( w_{pq}^t \) denote tetrahedral cotangent weights (involving the cotangent of dihedral angles between triangles) \([29, 30]\). \( p, q \in t \) are vertices in the tetrahedron \( t \). The quantity \( E_A \) measures the amount by which the tetrahedra violate the constraint (5) (the translations \( c_t \) disappear, as they are a constant addition to each vertex in the cell). Optimizing this quantity will result in a deformation that is as-rigid-as-possible (see (7) in Sorkine and Alexa [26]).

\( E_A \) is optimized using a local-global approach: first the vertex positions \( V' \) are computed, then the rotations \( R_t \). The vertex positions are found by solving the linear system that is the gradient of (4) with respect to \( \{c_t\}_t \). This system is solved for each cell alternately and repeated for a sufficient number of times.

\[
S_t = \sum_{p,q \in t} w_{pq}^t e_{pq} e_{pq}^T
\]

where \( e_{pq} \) is the edge \( p - q \). The matrix \( S_t \) is then composed using singular value decomposition:

\[
S_t = U_t \Sigma_t V_t^T
\]

The best-fit rotation can be found by discarding the singular values:

\[
R_t = V_t U_t^T
\]

It might be necessary to change the sign of one column of \( U_t \) to ensure that the final rotation matrix has positive determinant. (compare to (5) in Sorkine and Alexa [26]).

The optimization with respect to the vertex positions and the optimization with respect to the rotations are then performed alternately and repeated for a sufficient number of times.
5.4. Smoothing rotations

Enforcing rotations as described in this section can cause nonsmoothness when some tetrahedra have an additional rotation applied during the ARAP optimization, and some tetrahedra do not. This can result in nonsmoothness in the cast mesh, as can be seen in Fig. 9. A way to fix this is to smooth all rotations with a simple iterative smoothing. Let \( t \) be a tetrahedron, and \( u_1, \ldots, u_n \in A_t \) all the tetrahedra adjacent to it. Then the rotations can be smoothed with the following operation:

\[
R_t' = \text{blend}\left((1 - \gamma), \frac{\gamma}{n} R_{u_1}; \cdots; \frac{\gamma}{n} R_{u_n}\right)
\]

where \( \gamma \) is a parameter that controls how much to smooth. Appendix C features a few examples of the parameters used for rotation smoothing strength.

The rotations cannot simply be blended as a linear blend of rotation matrices, since the space of rotation matrices is not closed under linear blending. As a result, the blending is done in the space of quaternions (see, for example, Gramkow [31]).

6. The Design Tool

With the continuously optimizable castability energy, the gradient-based optimization, and the elastoplastic deformation, we now have all the tools to put together the design tool for two-piece rigid molds. In addition to choosing the cut plane and the removal directions, if desired, there are two ways in which the user mainly interacts with the tool: pinning parts of the shape to the plane and weighting special regions of the mesh that are especially important to the user.

6.1. Pinning points to the cut plane

Certain parts of a large and complicated mesh that the user absolutely wants to lie on the cut plane can be pinned to the cut plane during the elastoplastic deformation (see Fig. 10 top). In addition to preventing the cast mesh from moving around too much during the optimization, people or animals that are hunched over or curled up can be unraveled onto the cut plane by pinning a few vertices to it. Then, the rest of the features can be rotated to be castable using the elastoplastic deformation. This constrains these vertices to only move on the cut plane. All these parts together enable large deformations that give castable results for non-castable input states. The freedom in pinning points to the cut plane can be used by a designer to achieve a variety of different results (see Fig. 16 top and bottom left). Selecting these points is a very important part of the design process, as different pinned points can lead to very different results starting with the same initial shape.

The parts of the tetrahedral mesh that are pinned to the plane do not need to be chosen by the user. The points that often make the most sense to be fixed are points that lie on the medial surface of a mesh. We use the Q-MAT method [32] to compute a medial graph of the input surface. The points on this medial graph are then used to suggest a small number of points on the tetrahedral mesh to the user to pin to the plane.

This removes the need for the user to pick which vertices of the tetrahedral mesh should be pinned to the plane. When looking at a model, a user may feel that certain mesh features should align to the cut plane. The medial graph of a surface pruned to only a few points is a good tool to identify the most important features that a user might want to fix to the cutting plane (see Fig. 10 bottom). If the suggested points do not suffice, the user can always opt to fix any point on the surface of the shape, or points on the inside of the shape (computed by casting a ray through the shape at the point the user clicked and then fixing the point that is closest to being in between the two locations where the ray first enters and leaves the surface).
6.2. Weighting special regions

Sometimes the repeated ARAP optimization can deform certain features that the designer deems especially important during the elastoplastic deformation. This can happen if small features, such as eyes or ridges, are very close to parts of the mesh that will greatly deform in order to make the mesh castable.

A user can prevent this by marking these parts of the mesh as especially important in the tool. The tetrahedra corresponding to faces that have been marked as important get an additional importance weight \( w_{pq} \) in the ARAP energy (4). For these tetrahedra, the value of \( w_{pq} \) is doubled every time the user weighs them. This pushes the deformation onto other parts of the mesh, preserving the features that the designer cares about most. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 11.

6.3. Putting it all together

The user has multiple ways of interacting with the tool (see Fig. 12). During the design process, the user can manipulate the position of the plane as well as the removal directions. The tool can also find the globally optimal position of the plane by optimizing (2) via random sampling and then local optimization. Faces on the mesh can be painted to weight them for the ARAP optimization (see Section 6.2). Points in the mesh can be selected to pin to the plane (see Section 6.1), either suggested points or points of the user’s choosing.

The user can toggle the continuous elastoplastic deformation, employing continuous optimization of the castability energy with respect to removal directions or not. The user can reset the cut plane and directions, or restore the cast mesh to its undeformed state with pinned points. The pins, weights, and other inputs can be varied until a suitable design is obtained. There is an option for postprocessing the mesh where the castability energy (2) is optimized using a gradient-based optimization method to ensure that the final result has zero castability energy with a small fabrication tolerance \( \tau > 0 \). This postprocessing can’t be applied too early, otherwise it leads to unattractive distortions of the object, see Fig. 13.

The mesh is presented to the user at all times. Violations of the removability condition (1) can be indicated visually on the mesh. The cut plane and removal directions are visualized as well. Within the mesh, the suggested points to pin to the plane are faintly visualized, as well as their projections to the cut plane. If a user selects any point to pin, it is visualized as a pink circle, together with its projection to the cut plane. The weighted faces are colored differently from the other faces to set them apart visually. The more a face is weighted, the darker it is rendered.

An example user interacting with the tool to design a castable shape can be seen in Fig. 15 as well as the included video. The main interaction loop is presented in pseudocode form in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The main interaction loop as pseudocode

```
10 user picks initial plane or tool finds globally optimal initial plane.
20 user picks points of the object to pin to the plane.
30 user marks important parts of the object for preservation.
40 until shape is castable:
50 -- find optimal removal directions by minimizing (2) with a gradient-based method.
60 -- do one step of elastoplastic deformation by minimizing (4).
70 if the user is not satisfied with the design:
80 -- goto 20.
90 else:
100 -- as postprocessing, minimize (2) with respect to the vertex positions with a low, nonzero tolerance.
```

7. Results

Depending on which points the user decides to pin to which plane, the user guides the design to achieve a variety of different results that are castable using two-piece rigid molds. Fig. 16 top and bottom left show multiple different designs achieved with the same input meshes. In these examples, the different de-

Fig. 11. For surfaces with particularly important features, like the goat head (center), the elastoplastic deformation can destroy these features, as seen for the goat’s eye (left). In such situations, the user can choose to mark the eye region as especially important. This is displayed in the user interface in purple (for right). The deformation will now attempt to preserve the shape of the eye as much as it can (right).

Fig. 12. A screenshot of the design tool’s user interface with controls and the most important UI elements explained.
signs were achieved by pinning different points to different cut planes. If you want to naively cut the bunny in the top of Fig. 16 in two with a plane, as a starting point for making a mold for it, there are multiple possible choices and no clear best choice. Two of these choices are explored in Fig. 16 and lead to different final results. Similarly, the designer of the fish in the top of Fig. 16 faces a difficult decision: would they rather preserve the curve in the fish’s tail (the first design) or the exact shape of the tailfin (the second design)? It is impossible to choose both at the same time. If the tail is pinned to a vertical cut plane the designer has decided to preserve the shape of the tailfin, but give up on the curve. If a horizontal cut plane is used, the curve in the tail can be kept, but some deformation of the tail must occur. The hand in the bottom left of Fig. 16 shows a similar dichotomy between horizontal and vertical cut planes. The design tool is not limited to spherical topology of the cast, as can be seen in the bottom right of Fig. 16. However, complicated topologies can make a two-piece rigid mold impossible to manufacture. This is discussed in Section 7.1.

These designs all have one thing in common: they feature intricate geometries that are not normally found in the two-piece molds used in the production of chocolate bunnies or candy. The bunnies in the top of Fig. 16 feature separate, distinct ears that are not cut in half by the cut plane, and a large head that is not flat. The fish from the same figure features multiple distinct appendages and does not look like a bas-relief.

A small overview of runtimes can be seen in Table 1. Note that the ARAP-C time does not solely depend on mesh size, but also on how much deformation happens. The bunny mesh is larger, but it is deformed less than the hand mesh, which makes the tool faster there. These experiments were performed on a Late 2012 iMac with a 3.4 GhZ Intel Core i7 and 32GB RAM. The numbers in this table are not from the design process of the results found in this section, they are separate experiments. For this section’s results’ statistics, see Appendix C. More detailed statistics on the actual designs from Figures 16 and 17 can be found in Appendix C.

We designed a number of castable shapes with our method, and computed the molds by taking simple boolean operations with meshes of cubes in a mesh editor. We designed one multi-mold which can be used to cast multiple objects at once, it can be seen in Fig. 3. Usually, the designs were first tested on a low-resolution mesh to find appropriate weights or points to pin, and then run on a high-resolution mesh to get the final result. Spouts were inserted manually at aesthetically pleasing locations. These spouts are used to give the foam a place to overflow to, and as a spout to insert the hot liquid candy. Some molds were additionally outfitted with wedging points to make opening the mold easier after the material has hardened. These are small slits in the mold itself, distant from the actual casts, in which a spatula or screwdriver head can be inserted (see Fig. 14).

The molds were printed in a Makerbot Replicator Z18 printer with Cool Gray filament, the layer heights varying from 0.1mm to 0.2mm and 5% infill density, as well as a dimension uPrint plus with white ABSplus thermoplastic, fine layer height and low infill density.

The resulting molds were then filled with Smooth-On FlexFoam-iT! 17 modeling foam after sealing the 3D mold with 3 layers of sealing agent and a layer of foam mold release. The results of these castings can be seen in Figs. 17 and 3. One of the molds was used to cast gummy candy in the shape of a bunny. The result of that experiment can be seen in Fig. 1. The exact recipe can be found in Appendix B.

### 7.1. Limitations

There are limitations to the design tool. The additional rotations applied during the ARAP optimization to ensure castability cannot rotate faces for more than \( \frac{\pi}{2} \). If such a rotation is needed to deform a shape in order to make it castable, the face will rotate the wrong way during the elastoplastic deformation, as the optimization finds the shortest rotation of any face.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mesh</th>
<th># verts</th>
<th>1st ARAP</th>
<th>1st directions</th>
<th>optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>beam</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.00926</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dragon</td>
<td>4290</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hand</td>
<td>7234</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>0.0189</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bunny</td>
<td>14290</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>0.0529</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Runtimes in seconds for a few input meshes, rounded to 3 significant digits. The third and fourth columns list the time for the first elastoplastic deformation step and castability energy minimization with respect to directions after the pinning to plane stage. The *optimization* column lists the time for one complete optimization run that was manually ended to apply postprocessing.

The shapes in this table are the same as in Fig. 8 (beam), Fig. 12 (dragon), Fig. 16 (hand), Fig. 1 (bunny).
Fig. 15. An example design using our tool, as described in Section 6.3. The user loads the tool with a cow mesh (1). The user realizes that the current state is not castable (the red parts of the mesh will collide with the mold during removal), tries to change the position of the cut plane, and then decides to just pick the globally optimal plane (2). The user runs the deformation to find a castable state (3). The user is unhappy with the resulting deformation of the horns and ears of the cow. The user decides to select some of the suggested points in the horns and ears that should be pinned to the cut plane to get a different result (4). These points are then pinned to the cut plane (5). The deformation is run again to find a final castable state (6) that the designer is satisfied with.

to make it fulfill the removability condition (1). This means the design tool is not suitable for states with faces that violate the removability condition by more than $\frac{\pi}{2}$.

Another failure mode exists when there is no reasonable rotation at all to make the mesh castable. Sometimes the shape forms little pockets of “air” on one side of the plane. This can’t be resolved at all with rotations. To resolve this, one would have to translate the shape until the pockets disappear, or perform mesh surgery to remove them.

An example of these failure modes can be seen in Fig. 18, left. In practice, they can usually be avoided by pinning the right parts of the shape to the plane, which can unravel and simplify it—suitable designs for the hand mesh can be seen in Fig. 16.

For certain topologies, it is also simply impossible to find a two-piece rigid mold. One example of this is a Hopf link of two tori. While a single torus can be cut in half so that each half is removable from a rigid mold, the fact that two tori are linked means that each individual torus cut plane bisects the other torus in a way that will not make the other one castable (see Fig. 18, right).

8. Conclusion & Future Work

We have characterized two-piece rigid molds joined at a plane mathematically, and introduced a design tool to generate two-piece rigid molds for arbitrary shapes. Some of these results were manufactured.

In future work, we would like to further investigate injection molding and focus on the physics of casting, similar to Nakashima et al. [15]. For injection molding, there are a lot of physics to consider that have not been discussed in this work relating to the fluid dynamics of the liquid casting material. It would also be interesting to produce actual molds for mass-manufacturing designed with our tools in an industrial setting (similar to the ones seen in Fig. 2).

It would be interesting to offer even more control over the final object, such as a bounding volume for the resulting mold, minimal feature size, etc. This would make the tool more useful for designers in practice. Volume preservation for large deformations has been successfully studied, for example, in Stomakhin et al. [33], and it would be interesting to apply their approach to our elastoplastic deformation.

The performance of the optimization scheme could be improved by providing a more optimized implementation, and by using unexplored technologies such as a GPU-based implementation. Such an improved implementation could be the focus of additional application-oriented research. An alternative optimization scheme to the one introduced in Section 5 is also of potential interest for future work. An approach optimizing all degrees of freedom simultaneously to generate better minima, or a way to fit a hard castability constraint directly into the optimization are exciting future research directions.

Additional tools for user interaction, such as merging different parts of the object to remove the air bubbles from Fig. 18, sculpting tools for general shape editing, and a bas-relief tool to flatten parts of the shape are interesting avenues for future work. An approach optimizing all degrees of freedom simultaneously to generate better minima, or a way to fit a hard castability constraint directly into the optimization are exciting future research directions.

Exploring different shapes that are more complicated than just planes, such as more general height fields modeled by polynomials or splines is another promising avenue for future work. This would make some of our results fabricable with less deformation from the input shape.
We believe that this work provides a stepping stone towards building a variety of tools for the computational design of molds. Molds and casts are widely used in the world, and computational design in this space has the potential to have a great impact.
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Fig. 17. Multiple casts fabricated via our method. The far-left column shows the input mesh; the left column shows the result mesh after applying our method; the right column shows the 3D-printed molds; the far right column shows the foam casts (dime for scale). The shapes undergo large deformations to become castable, but remain close to the input in terms of character.


Fig. 18. Left: the part of the hand mesh that is marked with a red circle contains faces that need to be rotated by more than $\frac{\pi}{2}$ in order to achieve a castable result. Regions marked with an orange circle can't be rotated, because they form little pockets on one side of the plane. Right: a link of two tori can't be made castable with a two-piece rigid mold without changing the topology. A cut plane that makes one of the individual tori castable will bisect the other one in such a way as to make it not castable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mesh</th>
<th># of vertices</th>
<th># of suggested points</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>rotation smoothing strength</th>
<th># of smoothing iterations</th>
<th>Hausdorff distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st hand design</td>
<td>4780</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3m 55s</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.15683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd hand design</td>
<td>4780</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11m 31s</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.10267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox ring</td>
<td>4183</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9m 44s</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st bunny design</td>
<td>14290</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4h 50m 39s</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.28608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd bunny design</td>
<td>14290</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1h 35m 16s</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.22522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st fish design</td>
<td>10786</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27m 38s</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd fish design</td>
<td>10786</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2h 21m 38s</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.10777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lion</td>
<td>12409</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2h 2m 48s</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.073108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot</td>
<td>11533</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1h 58m 13s</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.29717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armadillo</td>
<td>14587</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10m 47s</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.19943</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.2. A few statistics on the designs from Figs. 16 and 17. The Hausdorff distance is measured between the final result and the original and then scaled by the original’s bounding box diagonal. The time is measured from the pinning until the design is complete.
Appendix A. Implementing the castability energy

The castability energy (2) can be implemented by looping over all triangles in a triangle mesh and summing up the contributions from each triangle individually. Standard gradients for triangle area and normal exist and can be used here. For a triangle with vertices \(u, v, w\), normal \(N\) and area \(A\), the gradient of the area is

\[
\nabla_u A = \frac{1}{2} N \times (w - v),
\]

and the gradient of the normal is

\[
\nabla_u N = \frac{1}{A} ((w - v) \times N) N^T.
\]

Note that treating every face intersecting the plane as two disjoint faces on either side of the plane does not actually require a partition of the mesh data structure or dealing with meshes more complicated than triangle meshes, it can be handled entirely within the energy calculation: a nondegenerate triangle intersected by a plane will have at least one side of the plane that only contains one triangle vertex; that side together with the plane again forms a triangle. The integral can thus be computed as an integral over the small triangle for one side, or as an integral over the original triangle minus an integral over the small triangle for the other side.

Appendix B. Gummy candy recipe

This is the recipe that was used to create the gummy from Fig. 1. The ingredients are:

- 1 cup of Welch’s concord grape juice
- 4 tablespoons of Domino’s pure cane granulated sugar
- 4 tablespoons of Knox’s unflavored gelatin

All ingredients are given in US customary units.

Mix the ingredients and heat in a saucepan on low heat for a short time, about a minute, until all solids are fully dissolved. Take care not to brown the sugar. Grease the mold with canola oil to prevent sticking. Fill the hot liquid into the mold. Apply some pressure to get the liquid into all nooks and crannies.

Let the candy set for about 3 hours in the fridge at 40 degrees Fahrenheit. Remove the candy from the mold and let it air dry a bit. Sugar can be used to prevent it from sticking to surfaces after removal.

This recipe is adapted from the following one: [40].

Appendix C. Result statistics

This section of the appendix features a few statistics on the design process for the shapes in Figures 16 and 17. They can be found in Table C.2. The table features the times for the high-resolution versions that give high quality results, timings for smaller meshes with details on the exact length of different steps of the process can be found in Table 1. The Hausdorff distance was approximated using gptoolbox [41], upsampled twice before calculating. For the final vertex position optimization mentioned in Algorithm 1, the tolerance \(\tau = 0.02\) was used.